WHILE YOU WAIT....

Think about THE STORY OF YOUR NAME and write down a few thoughts on the corresponding page.
WHAT’S THE STORY OF YOUR NAME?

We share...
WHAT’S THE STORY OF YOUR NAME?

You share...
Session Agenda:

The Story of THE WILDLING
Why THE WILDLING works
Storytelling + Leadership - Kaydee’s story
Iceberg Mini Lesson
Jambooking
Pass The Mic
THE WILDLING STORY

The Concept
The Beginning
The Evolution
WHY THE WILDLING WORKS

WHAT WE HAVE OBSERVED:

- Community Building
- Confidence
- Collaboration
- Creativity

THE SCIENCE:

- Identity Development- Graham
- Language Skills- Bethune
- Physiological Well Being- Alex at BBBV
- Mental Health- Mason
STORYTELLING + LEADERSHIP - KAYDEE’S STORY
Every single human has something unique to contribute. We all deserve to tell our stories, and we are all worth listening to. The Wildling exists to share that message, empowering young people to speak boldly and bravely—and to listen with open hearts.
OUR OATH

The Wildling is not a competition...

it’s a community.
I put listening first.
I do not give up.
I share real stories.
I can overcome fear.
Let's Be Wildlings
ICEBERG MINILESSON
Exploring what is under the surface to dig deeper into story material
JAMBOOK TIME

Take a few minutes to fill out the layers of your Iceberg
Think about your layers...

Would any of the things you wrote down help you as a leader in your organization?

Would any of the things you wrote down help you as a contributor to your organization?
STORY JAM
Pass The Mic Style
HOW COULD STORYTELLING HELP YOUR ORGANIZATION?
Wildling
Intro
Video